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Blum & Poe is pleased to present ฿o₫៛€$, an exhibition of new work by Hugh ScottDouglas. The artist’s third solo show with the gallery, ฿o₫៛€$ stages printed paintings
alongside steel sculptures and digital video. In these new works, Scott-Douglas employs
the tools native to the worlds of industry and commerce in an exploration of capital’s
attempts to render quantifiable the experiential (and, potentially, non-mensurable)
qualities of nature, honing in on examples of natural bodies made visible in the service of
the production of value and the organization of labor.
Trade Winds is the umbrella term for an ongoing series of printed paintings born out of
the artist’s continued interest in images and objects existing as casualties of material
moving through analog distribution networks. For this series, Scott-Douglas uses
FleetMon, a piece of logistics industry-specific software, which generates and
subsequently captures images of the ocean’s fundamental weather patterns. Nongraphic, organic and experiential elements of the ocean—the direction of currents and
winds, for example—are quantified here through graphemes. These captures are
manipulated, both materially and chromatically, and then printed digitally in a manner
that echoes the analog process of screen-printing.
In an adjacent gallery, Scott-Douglas presents a new series of sculptures that continue
his investigation into capital’s endeavor to codify natural abstractions. Employing
CargoLoad, a program used to algorithmically map the efficient loading of a shipping
cargo container (both spatially and efficaciously), the artist measured his own body to
create a forty-two-part manifest representative of and proportionate to his body parts.
The manifest is loaded into the program at various scales and CargoLoad generates
both an image and a protocol, which are in turn used to fabricate the “anatomical”
sculpture—all constituent parts are present, but capital’s desire for friction-free networks
yield forms that no longer represent a human body.
Rendering natural bodies visible through an abstraction is a means of quantifying and
thereby commodifying a concept. In a nearby gallery, Scott-Douglas achieves this
through a digital video projection of ghost jellyfish. As the jellyfish float (as they often do
in the shipping lanes of ocean container ships), LED lamps pump light through pink
lighting gels, coloring the otherwise clear bodies of the creatures as they drift against an
illuminated blue background. With their existence put on display in the service of
accumulation, their bodies are made perceptible, both through and for this spectacle.
Scott-Douglas subjects the footage of the jellyfish to a feedback loop he has created—
the video played on a monitor, and filmed again—generating a moiré in the picture, a

wholly contained ghost image of the network that is facilitating the production of the
video.
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